
SUPERCONDUCTING ENERGY GAP IN TIN

accounts for the small diGerences in the values of 6
reported by Claiborne and Kinspruch, 7 by Perz and
Dobbs, and in this experiment.

In Eq. (9), cr~(T,) has been used instead of the
correct quantity crtr(T) . If the temperature is well into
the region where the sample shows impurity-limited
conductivity, this procedure is valid. Otherwise, it can
lead to small errors. A measurement of this temperature
dependence for our samples was made in a 400-6 field
and, showed a maximum change between 3.72 and
2.0'K of 0.3 dB/cm, with no change below 2.0'K. This
change will produce an error in the value of 6 obtained
from our analysis of less than 0.2'F&, which is consider-
ably less than the experimental reproducibility in the
values of G.

function of hydrostatic pressure. The "zero pressure"
measurements of the gap parameter 6 for propagation
down to L100j, L110j, and [001)crystal axes are in fair
agreement with previous measurements. %hile the
multigap character of Sn prevents the direct measure-
ment of a single energy gap, three separate averages
over the energy gaps couM be measured. The pressure
dependence of each"'of these averages was the same,
within experimental error, as the pressure dependence
of T,.Thus we conclude that the linear relation between
the energy gap and the critical temperature predicted
by the BCS theory holds for the weak-coupled super-
conductor Sn.
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A study of the electric quadrupole-quadrupole (EQQ) interaction between ortho-Hg molecules in solid
H~ is presented. This work consists in recording and interpreting the pair spectrum of proton
nuclear magnetic resonance for low ortho-H~ concentrations. In the theoretical part of this paper, a calcula-
tion of the absorption spectrum for an isolated pair of ortho molecules is presented, and the temperature
dependence of this spectrum is derived as a function of the rotational states of the isolated ortho pair.
Furthermore, the results of similar calculations on the absorption spectrum of isolated triangles of ortho-Hg
molecules in solid H~ are brie6y discussed. This spectrum is expected to be less pronounced than the pair
spectrum and to be mostly responsible for a broad absorption background. The experimental work, carried
out at temperatures between 0.45 and 14'K on several low ortho-H~ concentrations shows the maxima
expected from theory. From the analysis of the results, and assuming the interactions between molecules
to be purely EQQ, the coupling constant r/ho= 6e p/25Zsko is found to be 0.82'K. This value is smaller
than that expected for the solid rigid lattice, where I'/kg=1. 00'K. One also obtains from the analysis
a dipolar coupling constant d=54.5 kHz which is smaller than that measured for the free Hg molecule,
where d= 5/. 7 kHz, It is suggested that the departures both in I' and in tg from expectations are caused by
the interactions between lattice vibrations and rotations, since solid Hg will behave more like a quantum
crystal with large zero-point motion than like a classical rigid crystal.

I. INTRODUCTION

r iHE orientational state of solid alloys of ortho-..para hydrogen has been studied by many authors.
For most applications one assumes that J is a good

*Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellow.
t The part of this research conducted by one of us (A.B.H.)
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quantum number: J=O for para molecules and. J=1
for ortho molecules. Accordingly, to describe the orien-
tational state of ortho-para alloys one need consider
only the removal of degeneracy of the ortho molecules.
In this connection, Nakamura' was the 6rst to show that
the electric quadrupole-quadrupole (EQQ) interaction
is the most important orientationally dependent term
in the intermolecular potential. This interaction is

~ Y. Nakamura, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 14, 135 (1955).
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described' in terms of the coupling constant I"=
6e Q'/25R' where eQ is the molecular quadrupole
moment and R the nearest-neighbor separation. In
addition there exist smaller static fields tending to align
the molecules. Although several parameters are needed
to fully specify this crystalline field Hamiltonian $C,
we may conveniently discuss its magnitude in terms of
the root mean square splitting 6 defined as

Generally speaking, 8 will be a function of position of
the ortho molecule, as it depends on the local environ-
ment. Depending on the experiment one observes cer-
tain weighted averages of 6 over position.

Since the molecular quadrupole moment eQ is known
rather precisely from quantum-mechanical calculations
for the hydrogen molecule, ' 4 one can calculate F quite
accurately within the rigid-lattice approximation where
E 5 is computed from the observed lattice constant.
There are at least two mechanisms that will cause a
discrepancy between this value of I' and that deduced
from experiments on solid hydrogen. First, as one of us
has pointed out, 5 it is important to replace R ' by its
average over the vibrational motion in the solid. If
the crystal were described by harmonic phonons, this
effect would be small since it would then depend on the
anisotropy of the phonon spectrum. However, the
theory of "quantum crystals'" should be applied to
solid hydrogen. In this theory the motion of the
molecules is correlated in such a way as to lead to a
reduction in 1", calculated' to be about 8%. Second,
Nakamura's argument about the dominance of the
EQQ interactions may not be conclusive. His treatment
was based on the quantum mechanical calculations of
de Boer.~ However, as is discussed in Ref. 8, de Boer-'s

calculations can not be regarded as being definitive.
Thus it would be interesting to carry out Nakamura's
analysis using more accurate quantum-mechanical
calculations of the interaction energy of two H2 mole-
cules as a function of their orientation. Hence we
conclude that the theoretical value of F is not known
with great certainty.

Accordingly, a direct and accurate experimental
determination of I' in the solid phase is of great interest.
Several experiments have already been done from which

one might attempt to deduce~ a value of F. In most
cases the difIiculties in interpretation or in the experi-
ment are such that the value of I' so obtained is not
reliable to better than about 10%.

' J. Van Kranendonk, Physica 25, 1080 (1959).' G. Karl and J. D. Poll, J. Chem. Phys. 46, 2944 (1967).
4 W. Kolos and L. Wolniewicz, J. Chem. Phys. 43, 2429 (1965).
' A. B. Harris, Int. J. Quantum Chem. (to be published) ~

' F. W. de Wette, L. H. Nosanow, and N. R. Werthamer,
Phys. Rev. 162, 824 (1967), and references cited therein.

' J. de Boer, Physica 9, 363 (1942).' J. D. Hirschfelder, C. F. Curtiss, and R. B.Bird, in Molecular
Theory of Gases aed Iiguids (John Wiley 8z Sons, Inc. , New York,
1954), p. 1083 and ff.

The situation with regard to the crystal-Geld param-
eter 6 is also uncertain. The mechanism responsible for
the crystalline field is not understood. Consequently
it is of obvious value to determine the crystalline Geld

as a function of ortho concentration. Hardy and
Gaines' have done this at low concentration, where
the crystalline field they observe is that of an iso-
lated ortho molecule in pure para H2. The estimates
of Van Kranendonk and Sears" "are more indirect and
hence we use the estimate of Ref. 9.The determinations
of d at higher ortho concentration from second moments
of the NMR spectrum" are doubtful because of the
slow convergence of the high-temperature expansion
used to interpret the results. Perhaps the most reliable
estimate of the crystalline field at moderately low
ortho-H2 concentration, e.g., 0.01&c&0.1, is that of
Sung. " Using the statistical model to calculate T~

he finds agreement with experiment for a crystal-Geld

splitting of between 0.007 and 0.035 cm '.
Note added itr proof. This estimate of the crystalline

field may not be completely reliable because Sung's
model does not yield quantitative agreement with the
experimental values of T». The apparent agreement
obtained in Ref. 13 is the result of some computational
errors as will be discussed by one of us (A.B.H. ) in a
forthcoming publication.

Accordingly, we will describe here and in subsequent

papers the results of a systematic program to determine
the experimental values of I' and 6 for various con-
centrations of the J= 1 species of hydrogen in the solid

phase. As a first step in such a program we have studied
the NMR spectrum of solid H~ at low ortho concentra-
tion, where one expects to observe the resonance of
isolated single and pairs of ortho molecules. This
research was also partially prompted by the failure of
previous authors"" to observe a pair spectrum at low

ortho concentration. From the pair spectrum we are
able to obtain a rather precise estimate of a certain
linear combination of F and b, . Combining this result
with the limit placed on from Sung's work, we are able
to conclude that 1'/kn=0. 82&0.06'K for solid Hs.
An additional result we have obtained concerns

the ground-state value of the order parameter

(3 cos'8, n —1), where 8, ir specifies the orientation of
the molecule "a" relative to the local symmetry axis.

By NMR one measures the quantity d(3 cos'0, s—1),
where d is the intramolecular dipolar field constant.
As first observed by Reif and Purcell, " and subse-

' W. N. Hardy and J. R. Gaines, Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 1417
(1967).

'0 V. F. Sears and J. Van Kranendonk, Can. J. Phys. 42, 980
(1964)."J.Van Kranendonk and V. F. Sears, Can. J. Phys. 44, 313
(1966)."A. B.Harris and E.Hunt, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 845 (1966)."C. C. Sung, Phys. Rev. 107, 271 {1968).

~4T. Sugawara, Y. Masuda, T. Kanda, and E. Kanda, Sci.
Rept. Res. Inst. , Tohoku Univ. A'7, 67 {1955)."J.R. Gaines, E. M. de Castro, and J. G. Daunt, Phys. Rev.
140, A319 (1965)."F. Reif and E. M. Purcell, Phys. Rev. 91, 631 (1953).
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quently con6rmed in this laboratory, " the experi-
mental value of this quantity is about 5% lower than
expected theoretically. We 6nd a similar reduction
here, which has led one of us' to attribute this dis-
crepancy to interactions between the rotational and
vibrational motions.

Briefly, this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
II we calculate the NMR spectrum of an isolated pair
of ortho molecules. We also discuss the spectrum of
three interacting ortho molecules. In Sec. III the
apparatus is briefly described. The experimental re-
sults are analyzed and discussed in Sec. IV. Finally,
the conclusions of this study are summarized in Sec. V.

II. CALCULATION OF THE NMR PAIR SPECTRUM

In this section we calculate the energy levels of the
nuclear spin system and the NMR absorption spectrum
due to the classical dlpolar interactions between the
protons of an isolated pair of ortho molecules. The
spectrum of three isolated ortho molecules will also be
discussed. Electric quadrupole-quadrupole interactions
produce a progressive quenching of the rotational
motion of the molecules as the temperature is reduced.
As a result, the observed splittings of the NMR
satellites show a, strong temperature dependence.

First, consider the case of an iso1.ated pair of ortho
molecules. For this purpose let us consider the magnetic
energy of two spins I; and I; in a strong magnetic 6eld
which is given as

= —-', d(1—3 coss8. ,~,) (1—asm. '), (7b)

~he~e d=-'sg'P'(r-s)h '=57.68 kHz for free molecules. "
We must average the factor (1—3 cos'8, ,1r,) over the
rotational motion. Since E,q, along which we take the s
axis, is a symmetry axis, one may write Eq. (7b) as

h
—'3.'s;,"=—xd(3 coss8g, lr —1) (1——,'m. ')

y, (1—3 co 8s. }&,b, (8a)

= —-'d(2 —3J,s}(3cos'8&b, ~,—1) (m, '——,'), (8b)

where the brackets ( ) indicate averages over the rota-
tional states of the pair of molecules. The quantity
(2—3J,s} will be a function of temperature and an
explicit form will be given in Eq. (17) below. For the
time being we write

The total dipolar energy is given by

Xs; =Ra; (")+Ra; (s'&+Xs; ("& (5)

where Xd;," '
is the interaction energy between spins

i and j and, where

(Nb) —, ~s. (1,3)+~s. o,4)+~~. (s,s)+~s. (2,4) ((j)

For the spins 1 and 2 on molecule a we have"

h 'Xg;,o '& = ——',d(1—3 cos'8. ,~,) (Ig ~ Is—3m~ms), (7a)

+ZGBmsn++slpy (2) Similarly, we also have

where
Xs .,—— gPH()(m;+m—;), (3a)

&d;p ———-'g'p'R; st 1—3 cos'8)(„,,rI,)[I,~ I 3m;m j. —

Here g is the proton gyromagnetic ratio, E;; is the
distance between the spins, p the nuclear magne-
ton, m, and m; the projections of the spin vectors
along the direction of the external field Hf), and 8g, , ~,
the angle between the vector E@ and the direction of
Ho. Consider two ortho molecules a and b subjected
to these interactions. We de6ne

I&+Is=I.,
Is+I(——Ib,

where I '= I~'= 2, since the molecules are ortho
molecules. Also we de6ne

8,~,= angle between axis of molecule u and B0,

8q,~,=angle between axis of molecule b and Ho,

E ~
——distance vector between molecules u and b,

8~=angle between axis of molecule e and E,~,

e~g =angle between axis of molecule b and E,~,

eg, II,= angle between E,q and H0.

"L. I. Amstutz et ul. I'to be puMished).

h &$Qg; s'4= —sdf(T) (3 Coss8&b Ir —1) (mbs ——) (10)

Now consider the dipolar interactions between the
spins located on diferent molecules separated by a
distance E,b. Here we make the approximation that the
magnetic moments are at the center of gravity of the
molecules. This can be justified, since the ratio p=
(r/g~)s is much smaller than unity. We then obtain

h
—'3'.d; (' '& = —,'dp(3 cos'8g, rr, —1) (I,~ Ib—3m,mb) . (11)

Thus the total nuclear spin Hamiltonian is given by

h '3.'= gPHo(m~+mb)+—d(3 cos'8»,a,—1)

XLsp(I. I —3m.m ) sf(T) (m.'+m—'—') j. (12)

The energy states may be classified according to the
value of m= m, +mb and are given, together with their
energy, in Table I. Due to the perturbation of the rf
field one observes transitions between energy levels
with intensities proportional to the square of the
matrix elements of I„+I,„.As a result one observes
the transitions as indicated in Table II. We see that
the spectrum consists of two triplets symmetrically
positioned on each side of the central resonance at
&,-gpH„h-'. Note that the frequency splittings 8);=

"N. F. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 85, 60 (19S2).
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State
(a+ah, o) jd'h

)& (3 cos't)}~,~,—1.)

TABLE I. Nuclear spin eigenstates of an ortho pair. relative intensities 8;, are:

~bv = bv—p d——(rs' p+-,'f(-T) );
fivs=fi»=d( s—p+sf(T) ) p

8'1=84= 2 (13a)

ss=s;=3 (13b)
2 ep ——}1,1)

e, =(1/vz& fl 1, o&+I o, 1&}

e, =(1/N fl i, o)—I o, 1)}

4~+8(T')—;.+if(A

8v$8vp —d( ~p+sf(T) ); d$ ——f4= 1. (13c)

The intensity-weighted average splitting of the two
triplets is then

ep'= (1/&) II 1, —1&+I —1, 1)}

ep=l 0, 0)
eo =(1/v2) fl 1, -»-I -1, »}

sp —f(r)
U(T)
~~—-'f(~)

(bv ), = Qd;bv;/ Qu, = ,'f(T),-
a=1

(14a)

(Sv ),= g~;S.;/ ps;= ;f(T).——(14b)

e-'= (1/~& fl
—1, o)+I o, —1)}

e-'=(1/~) fl —1, o)—I o, —1)}

—,"+if(~)
—-'~+-'f(~)

e p=l —1, —1) -5.—'f(~}

v '—vp are proportional to (3 cos28n, Irp
—1). Thus,

performing a powder average, each of the three sym-
metrically positioned components will give rise to a
spectrum of the type shown by Reif and Purcell'6 in
their Fig. 4(a) .The positions of the six peaks and their

Hence the center of gravity of the triplet is unaffected

by intermolecular dipolar interaction. Outer wings of
the absorption spectrum [see Fig. 4(a) of Ref. 16]
occur at frequencies double those given in Eq. (13).

Let us now calculate the temperature dependence

f(T) of the splittings. For convenience we show in

Table III the wave functions and. energies" (expressed
as P/I') of the rotational states of an isolated pair of
ortho molecules assuming only EQQ interactions. The
thermal average (2—3J,2)r is

(2—3J,2)r ——g (n
~

2—3J,'
~
n) exp( —E„/k11T)/ g exp( —E /ksT).

In the ground state at 7=0, we have
(2—3J,2)= —',.

Using the results of Table III the normalized ratio of (2—3J,') is then found to be

(2—3J 2)r 2[1—exp( —51'/knT) ]'
-f(T) =

(2—3J,2)r~ [2+4 exp( —41'/ksT)+2 exp( —51'/ksT)+exp( —101'/knT)]

(16)

type 1:

type 2:

type 3:

type 4:

type 5:

type 6:

812——823——EP,

R12 R2$ Rp

R12 R2$ Rp, —— ——

E12=823=EP&

R12 R2$ Rpp

R12= R2$= Rs,

R1$——Rs,

R1$——(3) '"Rp,

R1$——(2) "2Rp,

R,$
——2Rp,

R,p
——(11/3) 'isRp,

R,$ ——(8/3) '~2R$

The most striking result is that at 7=0, the separation
of the center of gravity of the satellites, (bv+), —
(5v ), = 3d/4, is one-fourth of the value for the
satellites in the cubic phase. This is seen from the
ground-state wave functions, which give respectively

(J,2)=0 in the ordered cubic phase, ~ and (J,')=-',
for ortho pairs in hcp H2.

Even at low ortho concentrations, there are ortho
molecules forming triangles of nearest neighbors. One

distinguishes six such conhgurations, which are

where EI,~ is the distance between two ortho neighbors

k and l, and Rp is the nearest-neighbor distance. For the

purposes of the following discussion we consider a
cluster of molecules as being "isolated" if there are no

other ortho molecules which are nearest neighbors to
any molecules in the cluster. This type of definition will

be useful if kT is large compared with the interactions

energy between clusters. The relative concentration
of clusters of isolated molecules P~, of isolated pairs

P~, and of isolated triangles of type i, P;, of ortho
molecules vary with ortho concentration. For ortho
concentration, c=0.04, for instance, we ind Pg=
0 6127~ Pg3 0 1151) P1 0 0052 P2 0 0108) P3
0.0075 P4 P6 0 0018' and PS=0.0036. The fraction
of ortho molecules P,~h„ in larger isolated clusters is

6

P,pr„,= 1 P~ 2Prp 3Q P;=0.0648.— (1—8)—
The calculation of the spectrum for the different

"R.J.Elliott and %.M. Hartmann, Proc. Phys. Soc. {London} 90, 671 {1967}.
'P H. M. James and J. C. Raich, Phys. Rev. 162, 649 (1967), and references citedftherein.
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TABLE II. Allowed nuclear spin transitions for ortho pair.

Transition

Intensity g
(arbitrary

(v —vp) /d(3 cos'Hg, ~p—1) units)

0.8-
Sv
d

0.6
Cg~+'

%'~C'p

@)8~@p8

Cs e~Cspa

Cs a~@ a

p~C, q8

Cs 8~@ 8

—(15/2& n-IIf (I'&

'.-tf(~)
—so+sf (I'&

—(l5/2) I +Sf(&)
+ (&5/2) p sf(&)
—9+U(I'&

-'p —~f(&)

(&5/2) ~+Sf(&)

TABLE III. Rotational states for ortho pair. '

State

triangle con6gurations neglecting intermolecular dipolar
interactions has been carried out. The calculated posi-
tions of the peaks, some of them very broad, are
presented in Figs. 1 and 2. In order to identify un-
ambiguously a line in the spectrum with one shown
in Figs. 1 or 2 it is necessary to compare the observed
and calculated temperature dependence. Lines which
are too near the central peak will be rather dificult
to resolve. Accordingly, one concludes from Figs. 1
and 2 that except for configuration four (three ortho
moiecuies in a row) one can not hope to observe the
spectrum of triangular con6gurations of ortho mole-
cules. The spectrum from these con6gurations will thus
form a broad background for the sharper spectrum of
the ortho pairs and will not be discussed further here.

In Sec. IV, the theoretical spectrum given by Eqs.
(13) and J17) will be fitted to the experimental results,
using as free parameters the energy I' and the eGective
dipolar parameter d, ff instead of the value d for the
free H2 molecule in the rigid lattice."

OA

0.2

5

Fxc 1 The NMR spectrum of nearest ortho neighbors forming
triangles, plotted in terms of reduced frequency bv/d.

' as a function
of T. For those configurations having two maxima, the peak with
the lowest frequency is the most intense. Dot-dash line, type-1
triangles; dashed line, type-2 triangles; solid line, type-4 triangles.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

The experiment consists of measuring the proton
absorption line on samples with ortho concentrations
between c=0.034 and c=0.09 at frequencies of about
12 MHz. The detection system is a low-level Robinson~2
oscillator, the'frequency of which is determined by an
electronic counter. The frequency is swept slowly
through the absorption line, while the magnetic Geld
is modulated about a constant value. The derivative of
the line is recorded as a function of frequency simul-
taneously on a chart recorder and on IBM punch
cards. A computer program is used to produce the
absorption line shape and the second and fourth
moments. The H2 with a suitable ortho concentration
is condensed into a small TeQon container surrounded
by an rf coil and screwed onto a copper gland. Copper
wires of 45 S%6 protrude into the solid H2 for better
thermal contact with a heat sink and its thermometer.
Temperatures between 0.45 and 15'K can be main-
tained and monitored.

Pi = (1/Q6& (I 1, —1 &+2 I 0, 0 &+ I
—1, 1 »

A=I »1&

@=
I
—1, 1&

P4= (1/&) (I 1, o&—
I o, 1»

A= (1/e& (I —1, o&-I o, 1»
0's=(1/v2& (I 1, —1&—

I
—1, 1»

A=(1/&&(I » —1&—Io, o&+I —1, »&

P, =(1/e&(I 1, oH-I o, 1»
6= (1/m& (I —1, 0 &+ I o, —1»

~ See Ref. 19.

~'The results, Eqs. (13) and (j.7), can be used to describe the
resonance of isolated pairs of ortho molecules at larger separation
by the appropriate scaling of j'. and p.

0.6-
Sv
d

0.2

Fro. 2. The NMR spectrum of nearest ortho neighbors forming
triangles plotted in terms of reduced frequency 6/fg as a function
of temperature T. Dot-dash line, type-3 triangles. Below about
2'K, this type of triangle shows only one distinct maximum.
Solid line, type-5 triangles; dashed line, type-6 triangles.

n F. N. H. Robinson, J. Sci. Instr. 36, 481 (1959&.
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, 6O % Ortho H2

-50 -20 -10 0 10 20 50
FREQUENCY (kHz)

-20 -10 0 IO 20 -20 -10 0 10 20

I"ro. 3. The proton absorption line shape for 1,
.=0.06 at three

temperatures. The spectrum under the central curve represents
the three pairs of satellites expected according to Eqs. (13a),
(13b},and (13c) with their respective intensities.

Dul 1ng an expel lment lt 1s possible to melt and
recrystallize a H~ sample at a desired rate. A fast
crystallization rate, achieved by making thermal
contact with the main liquid-helium bath, takes place
within about 5 sec. Crystallization times up to about
40 min have been used. The cooling rate is monitored
by a carbon resistance thermometer and by the broad-
ening of the proton resonance spectrum.

The ortho concentration is analyzed before and after
each experiment using the standard method of thermal
conductivity of the gas." I sA'/o ort

T= I.OO 'K

pair interaction. At the next highe1 concentration in-
vestigated, c=0.16, the absorption line shape does not
dearly show the pair spectrum. For the concentrations
studied the NMR absorption line does not exhibit
structure above about O'K. Below this temperature,
satellite peaks begin to appear. Figure 3 shows the line
shape for c=0.06 at three temperatures. The central
peak is attributed to ortho molecules whose nearest
neighbors are all para molecules. This peak becomes
broader as the temperature is decreased.

The splittings 2ttv, (in 4Hz) for the satellites shown in
Fig. 3 are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of temper-
ature. One sees that the results for different ortho
concentrations are consistent. although the over-all
shape of the absorption line is strongly dependent on
oltho concentration (Fig. 5). These satelhtes are at-
tributed to isolated pairs. It is noticed, however, that
there are some small systematic diGerences in their
frequencies, even among samples having the same
ortho concentration. This is conhrmed by observing
the spectrum for c=0.06 at 1.2'K after fast crystalliza-

Measurements on ortho concentrations of c=0.034,
0.042, 0.060, and 0.090 show the peaks expected for

50
28m

IA

(kHz)

'50-

20-

l0—

I.O
I I

2.0
T( K)

I

5.0

FIG. 4. The splittings 25~, 252, and 28g between the three pairs
of satellites as a function of temperature for several ortho con-
centrations. Since the satellites 28~ show o6 best at low ortho
concentrations, they have been evaluated only for v=0.034.
Triangles, @=0.034; crosses, v=0.046; squares, v=0.060; circles,

0.090, solid lines, calculated from Kqs. (13) and (17} taking
I'/k~=0. 82'K and d,ff —54.6 kHz.

"See, for instance, K. M. Grilly, J. Sci. Instr. . 24, 72 (1953).

I

FREQUENCY (kHz)

Fn. 5. Line shapes of three ortho concentrations at„1.0'K.

tion, then melting the sample and recrystallizing it
slowly over a period of about 20 min and remeasuring
the spectrum at 1.2'K. %e therefore attribute these
differences in the spectrum to the way the sample
crystallizes. It may not form a perfect powder, but
sometimes only a few crystals, if the crystallization is
sufliciently slow. Averaging the term (3 cos'e~, rr, —1)
for a powder would then be only approximately valid.
Furthermore, we would then expect to find a depend-
ence of the spectrum on the orientation of the applied
magnetic field. Ke have observed such an orientational
dependence whose analysis will be presented else-
where. '~ Although the size of the crystallites gives rise
to systematic variations in the frequencies it should not
influence the temperature dependence of f(T)

Pote added itt proof. Recently two of the present.
authors (L.I.A. and H.M.) and J. R. Thompson have
extended the NMR measurements down to tempera-
tures of about 0.15'K using a H. sample with v= 0.005.
There, the pair spectrum shows up stiH better than at
the lowest concentration reported in this paper. The
experimental splitting results, however, are the same.
The temperature dependence of the splittings is



negligible below 0.45'K, in agreement with the theo-
retical curve in Fig. 4. These new results, the 6rst ones
of a study of solid H2 helot 0.45'K, will be published
elsewhere.

The observed splittings are satisfactorily represented
b$ Eq. (13) and (1/) with d'art=54. 5 kHz and I/kyar=
0.82+0.03'K. The measured d,«compares with
d =57.7 kHz for the free molecule. It is interesting that
from about ten lineshapes observed in diGerent samples
in the cubic phase below I'K, the separation between
the satellites is found to fluctuate between 150 and
160 kHz, again probably as a consequence of diGerent.
crystalbzation rates. The average splitting of 155 kHz
then gives d, tr(cubic) =54.6&2 kHz when the slight
eGect of frequency pulling due to intermolecular
dipolar broadening is taken into account as described.
by Reif and Purcell. "Since the eGect of intermolecular
dipolar interactions on the more diGuse spectrum of
ortho pairs is less pronounced, w'e have not attempted to
make any such corrections to our data. This reduction
in d in the cubic phase was already noted by Reif and
Purcell.

It is unlikely that the diGerence between d, fg and d is
caused by a diGerence in the bond length r of H2 in the
solids and the gas phases. An estimate based on the
infrared absorption data of H2 in both phases, ~& and.
the use of the potential curve' between the protons
gives r„t;q—rs /rs 6X1M. Since d is proportional
to t-s we have (ds —d.ot;s)/ds~-2X 10-s.
possible reason for the smaller value of d, fq may be due
to zero-point motion of the lattice.

The experimental value I'/k~ ——0.82'K is to be
compared with the expected value I'/ks ——1.00'K
calculated from the quadrupole moment for a free
molecule, ' Q=0.137X10 " cm' a,nd" 2=3.'HSX10-s
cm. The Gt of theory to the experiment was made
under thc assumption thRt there was no CI'ystalllIM

ield causing further splittings. As mentioned previ-
ously, Sung" has shown that the crystaMeld splittings
are small. In that work the crystal 6eld was assumed

s4 E. J. Allin, T. Feldman, and H. L. We1sh, J. Chem. Phys.
24, 1116 {1956).

's B.P. Stoicheii, Can. J. Phys. 35, '/35 (1957)."R. L. Mills and A. Schuch, Phys. Rev. Letters 15, '/22 (1965).

With the new f(T) calculated using $C„one does not
obtain as good a 6t to the data as that in Fig. 4, al-
though satisfactory agreement is obtained providing
V, and I' are related by

with
I'/k/r =0.82—0.32V,/k~

—0.5'K& V./k~ &O'K,

the agreement becoming worse as V, increases.
AssumingiSung's conclusions also hold with respect

to the size of this crystalline 6eld Hamiltonian for pairs
of ortho molecules, we have that

i V./k )«0.05'K

I'/ke =0.82+0.06'K.

V. SUMMARY

The value of I'/k~ =0.82'K that we 6nd is consistent
with the results of a recent re-analysis~ of other data for
solid H2, which indicates a smaller value of I' than
expected for a rigid lattice. Also, the fact that d, gg

ls smallel than d can be undel stood as evidence of
interactions between molecular rotations and phonons.
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to coincide with the c axis of the crystal. However,
Hardy and Gaines' have found that for isolated
ortho molecules in para H2 the crystalline held splittings
are less than 6&10 3 cm '. This result would seem to
indicate that the component of the crystalline field
along the c axis is very small. It is possible that for
ortho pairs strain-induced eGects create a larger
crystalline 6eld splitting. Accordingly, we have also
analyzed the data admitting the possibility of a
crystalline held. symmetric about the line joining the
two ortho molecules. The associated Hamiltonian is
given by

K,= V.fJ,ts+J,ss—-s}.


